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Special introduction to "Prepdring_for an American Adventure" for users

whoa find this material in the ERIC system.

. .

"Preparing for an American Adventure" wNs developed as a pre-departure

orientation program for high school students participating in as exchangd

experience wholly within the United States of America. It may be useful

,for anyone (youhg adolescent to adult) who is about to relocate, tempor-

arily or permanently, Within the United States.

"Preparing for an American Adventure" covers four principal topics:

1. Expectations

2. Theme and Variation in American Life

3. Characteristics of American Regions

4. Success as an InterculturalSoiourner

Appropriate materials and exerciea for the.use.of-trdinees are included

in the participant manual, which. follows immediately. Alio includedlis

a leader's guide, which gives specific directions for covering each topic.

These materials were prepared .by &FS International/Intercultural Programs,
0

Inc.,for.use with students participating in the U.S.A. Program, a six-%

month intra-U.S. exchange experience.. Th'e author of the materials was Dr.

Cornelius Lee Grove, Director of Research for APS. "He was assisted by

Bettina Hansel, Research Specialist. The materials were developed and

originally pilot-tested in 1982.

For more information about these and other materials about the United

States and its culture,or about AFS exchange dxperiences for adolescents

and adults, write to AFS.International, 313 Eait 43rd Street, New York,

New York 10017, U.S.A. *

OAFS Intern#tional/Intercultural Programs, Inc., 1982. All rights reserved.
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The only distinguishing characteristic



Introduction

Welcome to the U.S.A. PrOgram: The AFS volunteers and staff members who
have worked to ,organize this, intercultural experience hope and expect
that you will benefit from your participation, not only as an American
but also as an individual human being.

This is your personal copy of Preparing for ari American Adventure. You
will use it under the guidance of your group leader during tit!Se few
days of orientation that precede your intercultural homestay The four'
main divisions of this handbook correspond to the four principal topics
that you will discuss with your fellow participants during this orien-
tation program:

Expectations; in which you will be encouraged to bring into sharper
focus your hopes and fears concerning your U.S.A. Program experience;_

Theme and Variation in American Life, in which you will examine cer-
tain values generally accepted. by the American people with the goal
of understanding the extent to which these vary from place to place;

Characteristics of American Regions, in which you will have an oppor-
tunity to learn from -- and to challeng -- the point of view of a
widely traveled journalist about the characteristics of ten geogra-
phic regions covering the entire North American continent; al.d

11 Success as an Intercultural Sojourner, in which you will consider a
number of. interpersonal skills that may help you have a more success-.
fur'intercultural experience.

You will notice that-the page facing this one does not have one of these
four headings; rather, it is entitled Food for. Thought. There are ottier
pages of.this type here and, there throughout this handbook. They probably

- not be dealt with during your group discussions sessions. Perhaps .

-you'll find a chance to look at themon your own time, and to ponder what-
-

fever ideas they bring to your mind.

Best wishes for an enjoyable and profitable intercultural experience.'

Co

1 3
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Expectiit:ous

111,

List below two k: yo. :, box:sk-rtations aou: your r.:-,..::.

Olat, are pos!t:t.,. ;JO that vou hope- will cor.e Crul..'

Lit below two oz your ,:xpt1.:Lation about your C.::;.A., Proi. ,.::;.,Ti

Iii:it art: ::,.g.iti,.... au2 that you lkop will :-et.: cmt:, tru-. .

l

i

t

At the .:(id of this session (whop direct/a to do so by your group :A,ije!r),
explain below hoer one or two of-your expectatio'ns were made mot" r,..../1;:::..:

by the 'discussions you'havv had with your group leader and group f;m1;a-.,r,I.

4

Y

%

..

1

"*.

Give me serenity to accept the things r cannot change, ccor,u0
change the things 1 can, and wisdom to know the difference.



Expectations
...0......

l

My questious, problems, erftertainti,,, and Ie ar9 rand same ar..iwr

soLlaiono, reassurances, and reations,w1;y i need not be' afrnid.

*

My first question:

The ans-.:er:

...

Mv sec,nd oueqtion:i I \

The answer:

.4

My third question:

The answer: 1

A question someone else had that 1 hadn't even - thought of

The answer:

II*

5
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-auF.:nE. another per<-,151.

7.an -'i - ntad; culture:,. reasons,
are neoplo from do:her 5-

with fr:ends, 5.r..:atntahrec

Amer:.cahs are among thE most informal earzi.. A

od way to m;tke a k;an Impression in the United States 11. to
Lo :usist that protocol or -ritual goven Fnu: dealingo with th-:r.:.

Viten Amerzcatts meet another pecaon for tho first t:0 , 4h air freodl!.
nes!, and familiarity often develops very early to tt enunte;. so OWL
4n ..,l'oservet would find it difficult to ttfll 0.-$tb,.....two people are newly

Introduced string rs or old acquaincances. People from tl.tt culturset in
often iet.1 that the relationships c,e -..Jordin.itei to their

riors are disre!;pectitil or downright -rude, fot. In many her .eltute,.: i
.ie,!f :ormjilLY and social dlstanc ..hurac7erizes sut.h
even when the -1rtie5 ha-4e known elch oti.et for 4 1.:WEI

-hy American,: de-emphasize stottp. otf'-ercns o:

it bal.... J;1 i.usin

C.; C AMT . rtVi ..;:n.ph.lv,-;; 41 a 1

tram iu United Statt!fi 1.64

ties between patents and their chi tdr. n. t suite n.;:!:.al for

Americ...in teenagers to expect -- and f--r :helr
v11.1 leave home soon aftet

their and marriage partner %.::01 n, Any-

twhere'in the country (or in thy warld) theY and ',11'n In tr...;c"

telephone or !otter only occasionol1y. And vieh r,Jz.p4c7 grardparente
and other relatives (the people who, it many othcr cultures, wo.tr: form_

one's "exte'ded family"), most Americana feel Zi c,immitment beyond the

-)ccasional viait ur communication. These wsys of deIxng with one.-'s rela-
tive.; are quite unw,ual when viewed in world context ln p4m10,-

somm other cultures may be so thoroughly istegrated tnto their
their concept of."solf" may apply to their enezre txtil.v, not io

6
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at.ly t: ,ono.u7n., maceri,1:

,!onven:enzeo te' 3:1 eX;t:t*t on: y for thc sot!

nation. to maint.tin znis ctandard of living, u,;,

;.er:enz4g- nat:11-it tusourtoc that far greater than thvIr
-;.-c;!4,0 .1: the 4Zarth6 P-)Pu';a!%sr! : dealing witl: nature, Ameriean6 have

huana oneuI. Jr, :.:hange whateer benefits
ittitude r,1'. nu ': net more and -ore pett;,-

oz Jamagin: znd. envit.-,nment Je::eting resources
?erhaps in twt c: three generations "'te American atti-

C.: that nel.i 1.so:n culturet.: Hur.ahs mustalive in
czr hiLture. r.2;tardiest; of th lifestv1os

1,..,vity iv ,:h:=14,:teri,*.t:z many Ameri:ans. They like

;!'"n.. they '.vel that vari...!ty is the spit: of 'life", they are un-
silen,:es they impatient »hen forced to wait. `lost Amer-

:in:: it ..x;remely difficult to it quietly and Jo aiisolutely nothing, in
fro= cultures no no spec ial virtue is associated with ac-

. che thing after another Some Americans change their residences so
t4;at al=olit-could be constOered nomads; many don't feel they've had a
v:t4:ation tin less they've traveled hundreds, if not thousands, of miles to

-x0::. The distance traveled by some to work each day is greater than
t it tra.:e:ed by nanv peop;e i; other countries on Ow longest journey of their

from c.ther culturt-s sotnetimes feel that Americans are,driven.

,tell -esteem zf indivitnsai American!: is largely linked to their
:0 C,4'et ahead" in terms of private ownership of money and property, or

re,zitrtztion of their peers. or achievtment h: difficult but worthy objectives
1: thosf:. There is a deeply held belief in the U.S., known as "the

rat:- Alger myth," that ango::e -- through hard work. talent, and persistence
7:1,e spell 0.,ov:! the station in life to which he or she was born.. The

,!.c.an young p.:0.ple who are int.:nsly ambitious, and the admiration of

- eventually reach -the top" in one way or another, are two of many
the importance of SCO265 in Amtrican life. '?c, people from other

wher .. one's aszthed FtrauS and role in life aro deemed permanent and
tnE :.:11.4!;tant 4pwar,! striving of Americans it. mast perplexing.

America:is dzal witN.time as :hough 11 ?.'ere a sort of ribbon
into vier in the future (the dir.ection in inch tittgy are facing), rushing

Lilt:'M in the present at "a rapid and releraless pace, and disappearing in the
4qt (behind -them). The movement of.this ribbon of titan is a matter of great
nnct:rn to Americana. They feel that they must inelsure this movement by knowing
xfiztly what time it is. And they have increasingly applied the value of thrift

z.tettl, iiith the result that they are typically preoccupied with concerns such
effitency, punctuality, speRd, and. the importance of "saving time." So thor-

.,ughly have Americans accepted their assumptions about time that they can scarcely
telleve, let alonecemprehend, that many other peoples have a completely different

Sore peoples do not-feel that tide is rushing by, and don't even think
It 34 something that is moving like "a ribbon; to such people, -if the "passage.
time" has any meaning at all, it is probably In-terms of- the charge of seasons.

13



Theme and Variation in American Life

C-

The themes described on the preceding two pages are, of course, broad gener-
alizations. A wide range of variations on these and other themes is known to
exist from region to region, from comMunity to community,'and from person to
person. Use.the following continua to generalize about the people in your
hom conmunity with respect to the themes previously discussed. In these con-
tinua, (4) reprttsents the characteristic commonly associated with Americana.
is yfur Lommunity a typical (4), or is it a (1), (2), (3), or (5) ?'

ASS4..RT1VENESS: In my home community, .

(I)

people are extremely
gentle and consider-
ateof_each other;

' they thinks first of
the other person's
feelings, and avoid
assertih their own'
preferences so that
relationships will
remnin barmonious.

(2) c3)

people think it's im-
..portant to be direct,
accyrate, and objective
in their dealings with
others, but they also
take the feelings, of
others into account. and

( 4 )

always try to avOidbe- .

ing overly assertve.

INFORMALITY: In my home community, . . .

b"(I)

people tend to be
correct and formal
id dealing with just
about everyone else;
they are informal
only when they're in
the company of close
friends and reeatives.

(2)

i.014 COMMITMENT TO FA. LY:

(3) t

people have digferent
ways of behaving, from
very formal to very in-
formal, depending upon
the characteristics of
the person with whom
they're deal,ing and the
type of soci I context
in which t 'rte acting.

In my home community, .

1,3

(5)

people often are very
aggresatiwe in their
dealings with others;
they are consistently
outspoken, direct; and
objective, and seem
rarely to modify their
approach in order to
avoid hurting feelings.

s f
(4) (5)

.people are consistently,
and extremely %informal

.

'with everyone) regard-
less 9f social circum-
stances or the ocCupa-

educatioft, wealth,
or official position of
the prilon with whom
they are dealing....

(1) (2)

people aire deeply
committed to their
families, including
their extended fami-
lies; leisure-time
activities are all
family-oriented, and
key life decisions
are all mode with
the wishes of one's
family being the most
important -- or only
-- consideration.

8

(3)

people are emotionally
attached to members of
their families, but
they also value them
privacy and freedom of
choice; they share some
leisure -time activities
with family members,
but when key life deci-
sions have to be made,
they balance family
wishes' against their
personal preferences.

people seem tofeel
little or no,commit-

ment fait/lies;

graniparents are vir-
tually ignored, parents
move it# and .out of rela-
tionships with little re-
gard or the needs of .

their children, and
4 children "do their own

thing" without consult-
ing their parents, or
in defiance of them.



Theme and Variation in American Life
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EXPLOITATION OFNATURE: 1-n\kK home community, .

(I)
people are highly con-
scious of ecological
issues, and are deeply
concerned about the
damage caused by pollu-
tion and depletion of
resources that are not
rvIewable; they hive

Yctranged their life-
/ styles accordingly.

(2) (5)

people,have not made
any significant changes
in their mate::alistic
lifestyles, but they&
have become concerned
about pollution and
resource depletion,
and are taking acri=
to help protect the
'environment.

RESTLESSNESS: In my home community, . .

(1) (2)
people are quiet, con-
tent with the status
q'.o, and never rush to
get things done; the
same people have lived
in my community for
years, and they seldom
travel long distances,
for any reason.

,

(4) (5)

people seem to operate'
on the assumption'that
humans rightfully are
masters of nature, and
that n^rure exists only
for the 'benefit and en-
joyment of humans;hey
ignore or openly scoff
at ecolOgical concerns.

I
(3) (4)

people keep busy much
of the time, and they
accomplish some worth-
while things; but they
also know how to relax,
they dolt mind procras-:
tination, ant they tra -'
verlong distances-only
occasicnakly.

SUCCESS: In my home community, .

1 -s

(1) ,,(2)

people have rejected
the success ethic; no'
one seems to strive
for upward mobility,
and a few actually
have dropped out of
the "rat race" and
have adopted #n un-
pretentious lifestyle.

I

(3) (4)
people try to "keep up
with the Joneses," but
they're subtle about it;
ambition is approvqd and
achievement admired, but
status differences are
played down and coopera-
tion of people at all
levels is quite common.

TIME CONSCIOUSNESS: In my home community, .

(1) (2)
people have an extra-
ordinarily relaxed
attitude about the
passage of time and
about being on time;
they seem to act as
though time were an
unlimited resource;
they are "laid back."

1

(5)
people seem positively
hyperactive; life is a
constant whirlwind of
activities and projects,
people travel long dii-
tances frequently, and
there is a lot of moving

- into and opt of my com-
munity 'as well.

(3)
people treat time as a
limitad resource and,
to some extent, their
lives are regulated by
the clock; but they are
not preoccupied with
the relentlesA passage
of tine, nor with the
idea of saving time.

(4)

de

(5)
people feel that every-
thing depends on their
ability to get ahead of 1

the Jorieses they work
long and hard to get to
the top, And a few have,
had mental breakdowns*
due to the pace and pres-
sure oetheir lives.

g

(5)
people seem positively
enslaved by that tyrant,
the clock -; punctuality'

is very important, as is
speed and. efficiency;
people are preoccupied
with saving time, and
they abhor anything that
seems to waste time.

9 ^ .



Theme and Variation in American Life
I

f

Briefly described below are threi additional themes' that anthropologists
And other social scientists say sib'genenally characteristic df American
life. -If they are correct, wt. 4Ihoeld be able to identify in -our everyday
lives thoughts and events thst illustrate the influency of these (and
other) cultural themes. See if you can do this. \ ?ry to identify some-
thing that hps happened since you axri ed. here at the ?rientation sbte '-

that illustrates these three tylpica).1 American cultural themes.
.

FRIENDLINESS: American friendship is typified by warmth, informality, and
other signs of acceptanceiVettoward strangers andamere acquaintances.
Americans are not reserved when meeting new/people; they "make friends"
rapidly. However, in comparison with people from, other cultures, Americans
Assume that friendship involves very few deep commitment, and mutual oble-
fiations, and that very few friendships are likely to last a lifetime..

An illustration of the American way of friendship since I've arrived_waV.:4,4 .

,:PRAGMATISH: Americans are deeply practical. They are adaptable. and real-

istic, and they rely on "common serise":While being/distrustful of theories
and other intellectualized abstractions In,makitig judgements about things,
procedures, ald other people, they are'mrist'intexested in whether something
works, that is; produces useful reaults.WellAcriown proverbs are "Abird'in
hand is worth two: in the bush" and "Don't bite the hand that feeds You."

-An illustration of the American pragmatic approach since I've arrived was . .

N/
I

EFFORT-QPTIHISM: Americans assume that any challenge can' be met, any goal
achieved, if only a sufficient quantity of.time, energy, kilWand will
power are applied to the task. Americans are not fatalistic. 'They often

say things like "Where there's a will, there's a way," "If at first you don
suigeed, try, try again;" "Practice makes perfect," and "Never say die."

An illustration-of the effort-Optimdstic,outlook since rim arrived was .

.10
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Food for Thou ht

*

0
"ON COMMUNICATION . WITHOUT A LANGUAGE. BARRIER

c.
"I have a-pet sr home." "Oh, what kind of a pet?"

"It is a St. Barnard" "Grown up or a puppy?"

"ft is full grown." "What color is it?"

.%t ;s brown and whim" didn't you say
you had a full-grown,
brown and white St.
Barnard as q poi hi
the first plod?"

'Why.dOesn't anybody understand me?"

1-7



Characteristics of American 'egions

The Nine Nations of North America

(plus Alaska -and Hawaii)

after Garreac,, 1981

is



Waracteristics of American Regions

Joel Carreau is a journalist for the Washington Post'who has traveled exten-
sively in North.America. On the basis of his thoroUgh knowledge of our con-
tinent, he concluded that a good way to understand North America was to.think
of it as consisting cif nine distinct "rations;" to which he gave nese names:

4 The Foundrvt. The Breabarket

QuSbec

Mexamerica

New England

Ecotopl'a -

The Islands

Dixie

The Empty Quarter

Garreau also recognized that certain areas within these "nations': are unique
IN in many respects; some of the largest cities,on the continent fall into this

category, as do the states of Hawaii and (most of) Alaska.

Garreau has shared his view of our. continent in a-book entitled The Nine
Nations of North America (Houghton Mifflin, 198*. It is an entertaining
account of the people and places.he encountered during his many travels. 'i7

Right now, you are -preparing for your own American adventare.' .Probably, your
journey will takeyou from one of Garreau's "nations" to another'. It might' "f

be helpful, therefore, for you to know a little about what Garreaultad to say
about each one. Below are brief descriptions often North American regions
based on the information in The Nine Nations of North America. (Quebec is
not included because it's almost Completely outside the U.S., but Ataska and
Hawaii are included.) On the facing page is a map on which Garreau's regions
are shown. Use the map to determine wherq your home and host communities' are
Located, th-en study the descriptions of,:tHe two appropriate regions. You may-

wish to read the descriptions of other regions as well.,

DIXIE is the only,one of Garreau's nine.
"nations" that is contained wholly with-
in the U.S.A; It "a a region that has
changed enormously er the past decade
.or two, and that is diverse in many.key
ways; therefore, it's difficult to gener-
alize about Dixie. This much can be said,
however. Economic growth has not been
apecta'cular -- the growth associated
with the "Sun Belt" actually has been .

confined to a few peripheral areas such
as the suburbs.of Washington, DC -- but
Mist has occurred has been spread rela-
tively evenly across both rural and ur-
ban areas. Dixie is definitely losing
its, poor, rural charicteriltic; slowly
but surely, it is becoming more urban
and more affluent. Yet, no state in
Dixie has.a per capita income that match-
es the ngtional average. The greatest
change taking place is in attitudes-re-
garding race, People in Dixie tend to
remain in stable communities and to have
a good sense of "place," In sum, Dixie
is a mixture of stability and change.

I

T"

THE BREADBASKET is the agricultural
heartland of North America. At least
80M of all land here is devoted to
farming; these farms are huge and re-
quire much heavy equipment. The peo-
ple here are well aware of internation-
al eventsibecaUseThe Breadbasket ac-
counts fo4.18% of. the world's exports
of Wheat,Iand eventselsewhere can af-
'feet them directly: Parsing is truly
big business, yet ironically farmers

',have difficulty inaking,ends meet be-
cause of the lowprices they receive
for. their products and the high costa
they must pay for land and equipment.
Social calm and stability characterize
The Breadbasket; no forces are tearing
society apart, no interest is shown in
boom;-town economic growthinte.popula-
tion is- highly hotogeneous, meetly of .

Northern'European extraction, Excellent
land-grant colleges.terve the youth of
the region. In sum, The Breadbaiket is
the region that "works" better thanany
other. Itis at peace with itsc1f..

19.
13,
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Characteristics of American Regions1.
THE FOUNDRY was the site of the indus-
trial history. of the U.S. until World
War-II; most of the continent's basic
industry found here. It is
Also the most populous of all the,re-
glans. But The FoundiS, is in decline.
Its industries are obsolete or are be-
ing eclipsed by cheaper competition
from abroad; its air and water pollu-
tion problems seem intractable; its
struggle to integrate widely diverse
ethnic grou0 has never known0complete
success; its cities are old, gritty,
crowded,' and still harbor ghettos of
poverty and race. Still, the people.of
The Foand'ry remain tough and tenacious;
they are guided by the Work Ethja/more
than the people of any other region.
Critical needs in The Foundry are rein-
dustrialization of aging facilities and
equipment, and revitalization of the
crumbling cities; these, in turn, de-
pend.on the will to invest capital and
labor, The Foundry may be in decline,
but its potential remains vast indeed. .

MEXAMERICA is that portion of our con-
tinent whereMexican influence is evi-

N dent in food, fashion, music, advertis-

1.

ing, and even language "Spanglish."
In some states of the region, Chicanos
(citizens of Mexican descent) make up

614 36% of the population; Los Angeles is
the-second largest Mexican city in the
world Spanish civilization was flour-
ishing in this region before the Pil-
grims landed at Rock. Today,
MeXamerica is'a v
for Anglos elsewhere,on the continent,
for nowhere is economic gibWth proceed-

! ing more rapidly. But problems exist.
The twit-obsessions of everyone are
"Where will our water and power.come
from ?" The largest cities in Mexamer-
ica tend to be centerleaa and totally
dependent on technology. The plight of
migrant workers and-Cbicanos continues
to defy aeution: The SoutHWest is al-
riady Wharwthe'entire M.S. is becoming:
aiplace where-the largesf.minOrity p'op-
ul'ation is ,Spanish-speaking.. .'...

14
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NEW ENGLAND. is the_poorest region in
North America: Its agricultural land
is bad, its raw materials are few, its
population has diminished, and its man-
ufacturing firms have.tended to drift
off to the South or West.' But this
region is no longer in decline; stabil-
ity now is based on fish, Pecreation,
textile and leather goods, and high .

technology assembly. New Englanders '

long have been known for their indepen-
dent temperament; consciousof thp his-
toric role their region played in the
eirih of the U.S.:they cot-leader them-
selves to be living in the only really
civilized place in North America. The

region is replete with institutions of
higher education; these have helped to
generate an appreciation of high coil-.
ture, an active interest in politics, )a

liberal outlook on public issues, andla
distrust of big -corporations and energy/
development schemes. In short, New gng-
'land is a'threadbare but intellectually
stipulating post-industrial.society.

O

THE ISLANDS s the natqe.of a region that
includes South-rfOrida.,- hundreds ofChr-
Meet island's, and even the northern
reaches of Colombia and Venetuela. For
decades, South Florida looked northward
for its future, but the flood of Cuban
refugees in the 1960s changedall that.
Now you hear Splaish spoken more often
titan English_ in Miami; it, Ft. Lauder-
dale, and Palm Beach are among the fast-
est growing cities it North America.
The economy of The Ialands is centered
in Miami, and is focused on the illegal
drug traffic and on trade with and tdur-
cam from.Central,and South America. The
Miami Yellow Pages.include 80 pages of
import-export listings alone: In terms
of population, of course, enormous di-.
versity prevails; Cubans and other Span-
ish=.spesking immigrants have made their
-influettoe felt in a wide variety of en-
terprises: The President of Ecuador r

oausimed it all up when he nce.commented:
"Miami has become the capital of Latin
America."
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Characteristics of American RegionsoNm ,
a

ECOTOPIA is a region of natural beauty,
high quality of life, and deep commit-
ment to ecological issues. Most of the
land slopes too steeply for agriculture,
but timbering is a major

t
dustry. The

motto "Small:is beautifu is widely be-
lieved by the iteoplc here; they are not
in favor of rapid growth; and many vig-
orously oppose projects that potentially
threaten the environment such as nuclear
plants and LNG f-Alities. "Appropriate
technology" projects .t..cv_gunserve energy

and resources are being developed, and
alternative lifestyles are being tried
in Ecotopia. Yet, this region'also is
the home of "Silicoh.yalley" (in North-
ern California), where dozens of firms
are turning out semiconductors and other
high technology prOducts, and of some of
the world's largest aircraft and alumi-
num plants (which use the region's hydro
electric power). The population is An-
glo in 'origin, but trade fith Asia is-
booming. In sum, Ecotopia is the region
where the future already is happening:

HAWAII lies in the Pacific Ocean, 2400
miles from both Ecotopia and Alaska.
Grass skirts and leis are superficial
features of its culture. It's true -that
sun, surf, and sand about here (tourism
is the number one industry), but the
place is more interesting than that. For
Hawaii is,the only state in the U.S.A.
where people of Euripean descent are a.,
minority in population and in power.
Asians and Asian-Americans account for
two-thirds of the permanent population;
Japanese are at thetop of the pecking
order, with haoles (Anglos) in second
place. Hawaiians take prid ;in their
ethnic diversity, yet ethni tensions do
surface occasionally and cultu al gulfi
divide first, second, and thir genera-
tions of any ethnic strain. Prices are
astronomical in Hawaii, partly because
it is 922 dependent,on foreign oil for -

energy. But the possibilities'for-dc-
veloping alternative sources of energy
are enormous. Hawaii is a(multiethnic
Soeiety'with vast growth pbtential.

THE EMPTY QUARTER covers 25X of the ar-
ea of North America: but is home,to 4%
of its population,. It's the kind of
jplace you picture when you think about
"Thc West": high, dry, wild, the home
of pioneers and cowboys. Al) this is
changing. The Empty Qmarter is sitting
on enormous serves of coal, oil shale,
and important minerals. The old-timers
here are facing a determined assault on
their values. Increasingly, their wide-
ly-spaced antique small towns are being
swampedby employees of some of the big-
gest and technologically most sophisti-
cated corporations in the world. But
these newcomers face-problems. Devel-
opment requires water, but almost .none
can be found. Development creates pol-
lution, but the region is extraordinar-
ily clean and beautiful. Finally, all
those4resources lie hundreds, even thou-
sands, of miles away from the companies
that really need them. The' Em y Quar-
ter, it seems, is a region with un-
certain and possibly chaotic future','...

ALASKA could be considered part,,of The
Empty Quarter, but it's different enough
to have its own classification. It is
larger than Texas, drier than the Sahara
Desert, and less than 1% of itsland is
privately owned. Alaskans are younger
than people anywhere else on the conti-
nent except Mexico; very few Anglos who
live there were born'there. Many Alas-
kans own heavy equipment (such as bull-
dozers) because of the huge scale of the
place, and they save just about every-
thing because, in a place like this, who
knows when something's going to come in
handy. Alaskant value nonchalance in
the face of exoticcircumstances, and re-
fer (disparagingly) to the rest of the
World as "Outside." The oil boom his.
brought Anglos and Innuits (the natives)
into sustained contact, and they have
hid to work out their differences. (The
Innuits own a considerable amount of the
state's wealth.) Alaska is the last area
in North America where the frontier ex- m
ists, where a fresh start is possible.

..
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Characteristics of American Regions
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The chary below provides information about the relative consumption of certain
food (and in one case, non-food) products during the mid-1970, in the four-ma-
jor regions of the continental United States. (Nbte that these four regions .

bear no relationship to the regions developed by .Garreau.) The numbers in the
chart are "indexes." An index number of 1.00 represents exactly'the national
average in the consumption of the designated item. An index of 2.00 indicates
consumption of'an item at a rate twice the,nafional average;.an index of 0.50
indicates consumption at a'rate half the national average; and so'forth,

. .

Do you feel that these indexes are.reasonably.accurate for your home region?
Do you think that the indexes for the region where you,will be hosted tell you
anything useful about the people there?

PRODUCT REGION -

white flour

1 corn meal

rt refrigerated
bakery products

NOrtheast North
Central South West

i

$

0.46

0.35

O.

0.89

0.53

.0.83

.

.1,72

2.33

1.78

0.74

0.40

0,74

d veal

4 lamb, game
g
.! buttermilk

chocolate milk:

1 yogurt

-,i fresh pears

1

i

1

2.31

1.'83

0.9

0.46

1.56

1,58

0.55

0.58

1.60

1.00

0.-66

0,87

0.52 .

0.45

0.82

1.45

0,60

0,57

0.57

- 1,34

1,46

1.03

, 1,37

1.09

Idried beans

ri shortening/lard
I

carbonated water

p sole slaw. -

I potato chips

il 'baking chocolate

0.40

0.50

1.87

1.44

0.71

0.75

0.68

0.89

0.64

1.00

A.32

1.43

-1.73

1.68

0.70

0,85''

6.95
,

0.70

1.11

0.74

0.83

0,60

1,03
. ..

1.23

-chewing'tobacco &
Pipe tobacco

rice

' brCad'other than
' white ,..

11

apple juice/cider

0.62

1.25

. 1.15

1.19

0:,98

-0.49

0.98

0.64.

1.47
.

1.15

0,63

NO.83

0.80'

1.14

1.40

1,54

Source; Consumer ExpenditUre Patterns (The Conference Board, 1978)
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A VIEW FROM ABROAD

(Americans often make al curious impressiod . . upon the minds of
outsiders -- an impression of simplicity. merging into naivete, of
directness verging upon ingenuousness, and of youthfulness which is
sometimes hard to distinguish from what the outsiders conceive of
as immaturity. This impression is mode,deeper by the very sentimen-
tal character of many Americans, who have not been dragooned like.
the British into concealing their often profound emotional foelings
by maintaining a stiff uppdr-lip. The skin of American "toughness"
is perhaps thinner than thatof English reserve, and passion will ti

keep breaking through.

As the years pass and as the American experience becomes more worldly,
in some ways more painful, and more like that of others, a change is
taking place and skepticism and cynicisliare strengthening their hold.
But curiously, even how,..4 is frequently American innocence which
makes the strongest impact on the European visitor, as In American
myth it ought to be; the freshness, straightforwardness, and vigor
. . .are,the real' charisma of America. ". . .*

For it would be the grossest misrepresentation to think of its 'un-
doubted, and at bottom undoubtedly salutary, conceinrfor material
things as being the only, oreven perhaps the' ominating, feature of
the American way of life. TO put - it at.itg lowest level, America is
not only the richest nation in history, but the most generous -- and
this is not a simple cause-effect relationship.. When Adam Smith
talked of the self-interest of the butcher and the baker, he went on
to sag, "We address odrselves, not to their humanity but to their
self-love. . . ." In businesg this may be true In America, but in
social life nothihg could be farther from the truth. American indi-
vidual hospitality and kindness give it the daily lie.

Source: H.C. Allen, The United States of America; A Concise History,
London (Ernest Benn Ltd., 1964). This book is a text that has been
widely used in Rhodesia.(now Zimbabwe).

.8q
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1.

Success as an Intercultural Zojourner

Imagine that you are one of your host parents. What is a positive expectation
that you have about the AU/eiudent you are about to receive into your home?

Imagine that you are one of your host parents. What i a negative expectation
that you have about the'AFS student you are about to ceive into your home?

Imagine that you are your host sibling nearest in age. What is a positive expec
tation Chat you have about the AFS student who will soon share your family life?

Imagine that you are your host sibling nearest in age. What is a negative expec
tation that you have about the AFS student who will soon share your family life ?

18
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Success as an Intercultural Snournvr
/ A

CASE STUDY q 1: Sue's parents settled just north of San Francisco after tilt!Ir
marriage because they had been attracted by certain traits of the people there
-- their liberal political views, sense of social and personal experimentation,
and relaxed pace of living. Sue's parents weren't "hippies," but they did
share the broadmindedness and interest in the unconventional that is associated
with people of that type. Thus, as Sue grew up, she had been made to observe
relatively few limits:.

As a U.S.A. Program participant, Sul four.d herrelf on a farmin lennsylvania-
Her host family, she soon discovered, seemed hemmed in by lits on all sides.

-They cOuldn't leave the farm for more than a feu hours because the animals had
to be fed. A round of daily, monthly, and seasonal chores -- beginning At 4:30
in the morning -- enslaved them to clock and calendar. They were not. only con-
_ventienal and conservative in their outlook on life, but also devoutly religious
in a way that Sue, at first, found impOssible to comprehend.

'The abrupt change in values and lifestyles was_almoAt too much for Sue. Some-.
how, she persisted. Perhaps it wasn't grit and determination that got her past
that first month on the farm, but rather that she began to notice that this
limited, conventional lifestyle worked for her family. Taken on their own terms
they were good people, proud of their contributiOn to community and society,
satisfied with their lot in life, and skillful at what they did. They didn't
view their lives as limit-ridden. Even their religious beliefsserved them well
and made sepse in the total context of their lives. In time Sue developed a
real feeling of admiration for heehosts.

CASE STUDY # 2: George loved children,but he didn't have any younger brothers
or sisters. When his Aunt Fran came to visit with her brood in tow, George .

quite happily entertained and romped_with them throughout the day. Applying for
the. U.S.A.Program, George requested a host family with,small thildren.

He got exactly what he wanted -- a family with three Ooys,Ithe oldest five, the
twins two and'a half. They were intelligent kide, curious about everything . .

and into everything in the house.. The were noisy, full of mischief, and seem-
ingly possessed oZ an inexhaustible store of energy. George loved it! He got

them up in the mornings (if they didn't get him up first) and played with them
every evening before supper. On the weekends, he often did projects with them
or took tRam on excursions.

George's host mother was a well-educated prpfessional woman who had deliberately
chosen to inrerrupt hei career to be a full-time mother to the boys. George re-
spected her for that. What he couldn't get used to wasthe way she seemed to
ignore.him (and her husband) in the evenings. As soon as the boys werein bed,
she disappeared into her room, curled up in a comfortable chair, and -lost her-
self in.an escapist novel.. She seemed imperviou§ to all but the most determined
interruption. Gregarious George found this hard to take. But he tried to'under--
stand.by putting'himself, mentally, into her shoes. And he began to appreciate
that en entire'day -- day after day -- with those kids would be enough to exhaust
just about anyone. For George, the boys were a diversion. For his hat mom,
they were a full-time responsibility, one thai stretched her willingness 4.1d "a-.
bility to deal. with people to its limits by day's end. George-decided to respect
his host mother's need for solitude in the evenings.

19



Succe!ss a.; an Intercultural 4:-.)ourn,,r

C,.°, ST12:re fam;:y :n 4nA

ot' Setoy9 t:lass:7=ar(.5- had been ht.! ftiends t4. r. yealf! or mote

. S.A. PrWgraln a. art e. 7IVht f-r be,:tue :t h.:r to i1 ;' an^thet

part ::la? world without l;o:n9, separated fr,-n fric;n15 fortoo long

:n host community, !(.-ts found ff5r the first timse in her Life.: sit:

was air. auLstder. Sure, ,1 few :Yf her nvw clafsrvatv..: had introduced them-

t;eives. and faces in 0.e school hallway :''an to look familiar. Pt:ople

:aiied and said hello are they passed. 'errablq

mould anyone mitts her if she ,ennished from the' f.-ice of thz earth?

Something had to be done; Ftsy couldn't bear a serter .:ithLtt.t friends.

Betsrthought her problem through cay.fully. is theti ,..ton't 40 tevond rho.

poi:' forma2it.ie, t: reasoned, ti:en w2:2_ :t wasn't easy She never

had thought about making friends heron:: fri,.?nds always simply had boon
ther. But, as she thought about it, it seemed that taking the iniLfativ.

was only:thu first step. Being friendly wouldn't be enough; she had to he
prepared to be a goodigrd, to -- cooperative, zrusrworthy, and reliable.
And she would have to be careful not to slip over into being merely demand-
ing and clinging toward others. So Betsy began .by identifying a few
mates who, in some intuitive way, seemeJ "her kind of people." She wenr out

het-way to wait( with then in the hall : sie sought them out in the cafe-
teria, The j3.71.171 couple of extracurricular activities in whir!: they were.

.
involved; and she made a point of asking them to "ghow her the ropes- about
the school. In most casos, her approach vorke'l. ty the ond of the semester,

was as attached to several new friend:, as to '-tr old friendc bacit home.

CASE SMY 4: Gloria was fa5cinatvd by "beatitiful pcsople." She read both
Teen and Seventeen magazines, and she spent a lot of time doing .,,lane Fonda's
exercises, caring for her clothes and hair, and generally keeping bevel::
one of the most attractive girls at her high school.

As a U.S.A. Program participant, Gloria became a member of a host family with
two children, Jane and Bob. nne thing about her host sthlings struck Gloria
frvm the moment she.first saw them -- they were anything but beautiful. Bob
had endured several operations to correct a hairlip, but the defect still was
noticeable. Jane wies not exactly fat, but overweight and defi-
n tely not a fashion,-platv. gnat's cure *, neither of them seeped 4ury inter-

esting. Bob was obsessed with fire fighting, and speft most of Ilia time at

the local volunteer fire department. Jane was a "speciar.education student
at the high school, and Gloria knew what that meant. liven- though she felt

guilty about it, Gloria thought to herself-. A whole semester with these two?!

But something intervened that Glo'ria hadn't counted on, Jane and.Bobreally
seeped -to likd having her around. They didn't seem threatened by her beauty
and intelligence; rather, they were devoted to helping.-her feet .oft home in
the. school and copmuniry, and to sharing with her porticos or their lives
Walt they thotight she might find interesting and enjoyable, hey.Kespeoted
Gloria for what she was. And-befori very many weeks had leaded, Gloria found'
herself,Laomepting Bob and-Jane-4p dreiebsonterms, valding theip as friendly'
arid ai.M4s in a wax that would. 'have been inconceivable-to her on the day
she met.therk By the time the eesseseervai over, a strong bond -of mutubiie-

6pect had del/eloped between Gloria and her host diblings, and Clo44d:rraeig-
nixed that she had learned something Liset7U1 from them about'humanitklatidnw...

.%2-6
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U.S.A. Program Regiqoal Orientation

ARRIVAL ACTIVITY _

Leader's Guide

1. To provide a supportive environment for participant
immediately upon their-arrival at the orientation sit

I

2. To introduce group members to each other and to the leader 1

.4

3. To facilitate "settling in" at the orientation site

4. To.establisn a group atmosphere conducive to learning'.

5. To convey specific information and answer immediate questions

Materials: 1. Preparing for an American Adventure Lone per student)

2. Group member list (two copies)

3. Site map

0 Time Required: 1 to 13/4 hou s, structured as follows:

PART I

.

PART II

,.

PART II;

Introductioq(
Information

4 and Questions

.

Site . Tour

20-30 minutes 20-30 mutes 20-30 iiinutes

PART I: INTRODUCTIONS

STEP 1 Group Leader Self-Introduction

Begin by introducing yourself. and explaining how you cape to be in-
volved with AFS.. If you area returnee, describe a few of-the high
points of your AFS experience and of your ad.justment to it.

STEP 2 Group Members' Introductions

Give the members of your group the opportunity to be introduced. Here
are three ways of doing this. You may be familiar with other ways of

30,



ARRIVAL ACTIVITY,

e

c4r

page 2

,,,

enabling iembers of a group to intrlduce themselves;you may make use
of any' method. with which you are comfortable.

.

Option 1: Straight, Introductfons

Each student introduces himSelf or herself in turn. Each should
be encourage4 to state not only his name, but also somethiog,about
his fikily andehis hometbwp or houe area. --'You ,plight, for example,
ask.each student to explain what is really distinctive about his
hometown or heme area.

Option 2: Round-Robin Introductions

Each student introduces himself or herself,in turn, names his:home'.
state; andipentions one typical characteristic of that state or o
people from that 'state. The student then repeats the first name,
home state, and typical characteristic of each student who was in-
troduced before him. This becomes quite challenging, for those who
introduce themselves' last, but is a great aid to breaking the ice
and to helping everyone remember each others' names. Show that you
are a good sport by going,last.

Option 3:' Paired Introductions.

The students are divided into pairs. Each stude:/t interviews his

partner for a few minutes. After seven or eight minutes of talk
between the partners; the group is-called back to,order anddeach,
student introduces'his partner to the group:4 Of course, these,in-
trodgctions should'include more than-Obrely name and state. '-

4 ,

PART II: INFORMATION AND'OUESTIONS

4/4

STEP 1 Distribution of Prepaing loran American Adventure

Paio_94t'one copy of Preparing for an American Adventure to each stu-
dent. Immediately direct the students to fill in the, information re-
quired at the top of page 1 (name, building, group leader, and so forth). .

STEP 2 Discussion of Preparing for an American Adventure

Ask the students to flip through Preparing for an American Adventure.
Tell them sslittle about the activities they mill.participate during
the next day and a half. Emphasize thatIt is important for them, to
bring the booklet with them to all group meetings.'

STEP 3 Information about the Orientation Schedule

Review in detail the schedule for the remainder of the orientation
program. Have the students enter this information into the appro-
priate spaces in the middle of page.1 of their booklets.,, ,

69



ARRIVAL ACTIVITY I)

.STEP 4 Information about Onward Travel Arrangements

page 3

.. At a-minimum, mention the time fOr departure and inform the students
.about the location at the orientation site where they can obtain de-
tailed travel information. To t:e extent that more specific infor-
mation isavailable for individual studehis, mention it at this time.

.4111. -
... .

STEP 5 Information about Baggage Weight and-Size Restrictions .11 --

Remind the students about the size and weight restrictions that_apply. -

to domestic travel. Size and weight allotments may vary with the air-
lines, so specific questions may have to be reerred to the travel
representative-on site. Strongly encouFage'iMents who have baggage
that is too large or too heavy to take immediate corrective action.

STEP 6 Other Questions about Travel.

Determine whether any member of your group has additional questions
or problems relating to onward travel. Be sure that each student
either has his onward travel ticket or knows when and where He will
receive it. Assist any student with travel problems.

. STEP 7 Other Questions

Invite the students to ask any questions, or to raise any problems,
that they may have at this time. Be sure that all students have
received papers describing their host family, and assist any student

who has not received these papers.

p.

STEP 8 ijpiesiinrlemberList

Before departing on the site tiburEcomplete in duplicate your group
member list. You kthe.group'liader) shouid print or ligib2y write
the names on this list; do not pass it around the group. Be sure
to return the list to the ,Orientation Director.

PART III: SITE TOUR

STEP 1 Tour the Orientation Site

Lead the members of your group on a tour of the orientation site.
Besure to include locations.tbat,are of major4sportante, or that
may be required in an emefiancy;-suoh al.

1. your room 5. resource room

2. general assembly room 6. nurse's room

3. cafeteria 7. departure location

4. Orientation Directd-e_l_Ofice 0, group*eting room or location

s
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Coals:

U.S.A.-Program liii196a1 Orientation

EXPECTATIONS .

_ Leader)04Cuide
J

--. i

00.1' '
-

-s _

I. To -give.tqc students IT opportukatyto disruse4their
-positive and negatfvevexpecationa-abont,the upcoming
'experience _ , .

.'
. .

N . 2. To identify expetations'thal'are'Unrealistic, and to
attempt to change these so thai:they are more nearly in
line with what is likely to occur

3. To provide a second opportunity-for students to ask
questions and to share problem', uncertainties, and
fears, and to deal directly with all these concerns

4. To emphasize the expectations APS has of participants

5. To leave the impression on stuc_its that AFS is supportive
and helpful and fully competent to handle their conCerne

Materials: 1. Flipchart or blackboard

411/ 2. Marking pen or chalk (f or group leader)

3. Pencils (at least one per student)

4. Preparing for an American Adventure (in students' posseision)

Time Required Approximately two hours, structured-ss follows:I .
: PART I.

. .

' PART /I PART III

Students' -,'

Expectation*

Students'
Queitions

Problems

.

r.

AFS's
ctationsExpectations

60 minutes 45 minutes - 15 minute.

/
PART I: STUDENTS' EXPECTATIONS

f,

0 STEP 1 Introduction of the Expectation* Exercise

Explain that the way one reacts to and adjusts to a new experience is
determined to a considerable degree by his prior expectations. If

one's expectations are realistic, reactions are likely to be more
...
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EXPECTATIONS page 2

moderate and adjustment is likely to occur more rapidly and completely.
This exerciSe can be successful only to the extent that group members
are comp4etely candid in expressing their expectations openly and fully.

STEP 2 Listing of Expectations in Preparing for an American Adventure
'=-

AA -.
Ask the students to open their copies of Preparing fv_ an Americanv
Advenmture to page.4-. Explain that at this time they will complete the
first two portions*, located at the top and middle of this page. Each
student is to work alone.

Allow between five and ten minutes forPthe students to complete these
portions of page 4, concerning positive and negative expectations.

STEP 3 Small Group Discussions

Divide the students into groupsof three or four members. Assign
each small group s location in which to hold its discussion.

Explain that the small groups will discuss the positive expectations
that each member has listed for about ten minutes, then will discuss
the negative expectations that each member has listed for *about ten
minutes. The purpose of these discussions is to select two positive
and two negative expectations that they feel are especially important,
and that they will share with the whole group later on.

Allow approximately twenty minutes for the small groups to discuss
theitexpectations. Be availeble to join in any group's discussion
if the members ask you to do so.

STEP 4 Reports by the Small Groups "D

Call the small groups back together. Ask each group, in turn, to
state the two positive and two negative expectations that it has
identified as being especially important.

AS each expectation is mentioned, listat tin as few words as pos-
sible) on the blackboard or flipchart. You probably will want to
divide this list into two parts, one headed POSITIVE and the other
headed NEGATIVE.

Some studehts will be eager to discuss certain items as they are
'listed. You will have to use your judgement regarding whether to
insist that discussion await the completion of the lists on the
flipchart or blackboard, or whether to allow discussion to get under
way immediately. If you choose the latter course, be sure to give
every group a chance to report; don't allow the discussion to become
ao animated that one or two small groups are giveb insufficient time.
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EXPECTATIONS page 3

STEP 5 General Discussion

I

Open the floor for a general didcussion about the positive and'nega-
tive expectations that have been listed on the flipchart or blackboard.

As group leader, your most important responsibility in this discussion
is to identify (or encourage students to identify) hose expectations
that are unrealistiattthat is, that are too positive or too negative.
You must also help the students' to replace these unrealistic expecta-
tions with revised expectations that are more realistic.

In addition, as. a group leader, you also are responsible for . . .

1. insuring that no one topic of discussion dominates the others,
snd that all items on your list receive some attention;

2. insuring that no individual dominates the group, and that all
members of the group have an opportunity to express themselves;

3. answering questions and dealing with problems and concerns of
group members as they arise during the discussion; and

4. bringing the discussion to a close in time to allow the other
portions of thirexercise to be fully carried out.

HELPFUL HINT: You,Wntish to think 1n advance about how you might
respond if students in your group express the following expectations:

1. This U.S.A. Program isn't really a challenge; it's'not really a
true AFS experience like the kids haidwho go abroad. It'll be
.ity Co adjust. I don't expect to get much out of it.

2. What can you accomplish in one school semester? I'm worried
that I'll just begin to get friendly with people and integrated'
into the life of my host school -- then I'll have to leave.

3. Wow! I'm going out West,. All the pictures I've seen of. the West
are so beautiful. I can't wait. I'm going to see everything.

4. My host family looks great. But what if they don't like me?
What if my host brother/sister doesn't want to'be my best friend?

5. I'm looking forward to being an important person in my hot com-
munity. At home I sort of got lost in the crowd, but be new
and different in my host community. For once I'll be spticial.

STEP 6 Summarizing Exercise

Direct the students' attention to the bottom of page 4 of their

handbook. There space if provided for them to explain how one or
two of their expectatiOns were made more realistic as a result of
the discussions that have just ended.

Ask the students to complete this portion of page 4, working alone.
Give about five minutes to complete this tisk. It is not neces-
sary for anyone to share what he or she has written with the others.
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EXPECTATIONS

PART II: STUDENTS' QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

STEP 1 Introduction-Of the Questions and Problems Exercise

'.ExpliIn that a major purpose of the entire orientation program is
for each student to leave the orientation site with no questions
or problems that can be answered or resolved by the orientation
staff. In addition, it is important that each student have a clear
idea in his or her mind about what is probably going to occur over
the next few days, weeks, and months. The purpose of this exercise
is to deal with all questions, problems, uncertainties, and fears
that may still be lurking in their minds.

page 4

STEP 2' Lidting of Questions and Problems

Direct the students to'page 5 of Preparing fqr an American-Ad-
venture. Explain that at this time they will write whatever
questions, problems, uncertainties, or fears they may have now.
They should-use one, two, or three boxes as needed, leaving blank
the space for "The answer." Each student is to work alone.

Allow between five and ten minutes for the students to complete
these portions of page 5.

STEP 3 Discussion of Questions and Problems

Ask each etude t to read or describe to the group his or
her first question r p oblem. When a student has related his
question, immediate ask whether others have the same or similar
questions. If others o, ask whether they see the question in
terms that are identical to those used by the student who stated
it originally, or whether they pave a different perspective on it.

When a given question or problei has been described and defined by
sll who share it, write it on the blackboard orliipchart.

After a question or problem has been waftten by you, proceed to
deal with it. There are four ways in which you ay do this:

1. provide the answer or solution yoursdlf, or

2. encourage group participation in arriving at a likely
answer or solution, or

3. promise those who've raised the question that you will find
out, the answer and that you'll get back to them before they
leave the orientation site; or

4. direct those who've raised the question to the appropriate
person at the orientation site who will be able to answer it.

Continue in this way until all questions and problems have been
dealt with._-!uggest that the students 'complete "The answer" in
the, appropriate boxes as answers and, solutions are provided.



EXPECTATIONS 'paii 5

STEP 4 Final Exercise

Direct the students' attention to the bottom of page 5, where the
box is headed "A question someone else had that I hadn't even thought
of." .-This apace is provided sc that in their handbooks they can have
a complete record of the important questions that have been resolves
through' the group's discussions. .

Ask the students to complete this portion of page 5, working alma.
Give them about fiveminutes to complete this task. It is not neces-.
sary for anyone to share what he or she,has written with the others.

PART III:' AFS'S EXPECTATIONS

STEP 1% Introduction to the AFS'i Expectations' Segment

Explain that AFS also has certain expectations of students who par-
ticipate in its programs. These expectations may be thought of as
including'both general guidelines and Specific rules..

Indicate that you, as group leader; will now tell the students what
the general guidelines and specific rules are. Queitions will follow.

STEP 2 General Guidelines for AFS Students

1. AVAILABILITY OF HELP: A unique and Liportant.aspect of the AFS
organization is that individuals are always ready, willing, and
able to help students when they need it for any reason. AFS
expects students to ask for help whenever they feel it is neces-
sary. There are three levels of help available to each student:

a. The host parents

b. The local AFS chapter: student-family liaison or chapter
president in most cases

c. The district or area representative

Each student will meet these people soon after arriving in their
host community, and should make a note' of phone numbers, etc.'

EXPERIENCE:' he AFS experience is a family and community.
experience. AFS does not expect host families or chapters to
take students on long trips or excursions. Some students may be
treated to such journies, bbt no one should expect them to occur.

3. SCHOOL PARTICIPATION: Participation in the life (academic and
,extracurricular) of the host school is an important feature of
an AFS experience. AFS expects students to take school partici-
pation seriously, that is, to study diligently and to join whole-

.

heartedly in extracurricular activities.

VI
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EXPECTATIONS pige 6

4. TAKING THE INITIATIVE: Although AFS people in. the host community
many look our for 'the stndent and see that he or she is introduced
to others, the student bears considerable responsibility for see-
ing that he gets.to know as many people as possible and becomes
involved in their daily lives. AFS expects the student to take
the initiatiV6in meeting people and making friends.

5. COP MUNICATING:OPENLY: Open, full, and frank communication with
others is a good way to avoid misunderstandings, and to resolve
inter:senal problems when they axis . AFS expects students to
coimunicate openly with others, especially with host family mem-
bers and AFS volunteers in the communIty.

Ask the members of the group whether they have any questions or
comments about these five general guidelines.

STEP 3 Specific Rules for AFS Stunts

There are only three specific rules, and they are rigidly enforced.
Every year students are sent home as a result of their breaking
one or more of these rules . . . even for first offenses.

1. NO DRIVING: Absolutely no driving of any motorized' vehicle on any
type of highway, road,.or other public thoroughfare. For types
of driving that may not Seem to be covered by this prohibition,
.consult with your chapter president in your host community.

2. NO DRUGS: Absolutely no drugs, with the exception of those pre- '
scribed by ysidians, dentists, or other medical professionals.

3. NO HITCHHIKING: No exceptions.

Ask the members of the group whether they have any questions or
comments about these three specific rules.

STEP 4 Wrap-up of Entire Session on Expectations

State again that a major purpose of the entire orientation program
is for each student toileave the orientation site with no questions
or problems,that, can be answered or resolved by the orientations staff.

Remind the students that you and the other orientation /taff members
are present at the orientation site to help them deal, at any time, '

with .any questions, problems, or other needs that may arise.
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Goals:

U.S.A. Prograrailegional Orientation

THEME AND VARIATION IN AMERICAN LIFE

Leader's Guide

1. To increase the students' awareness that the United Stated
has a distinctive culture of its own

2. To increase the students' awareness that American cultural
patterns (or "themes") vary from place to place

3. To emphaiize goal #2 by giving the students an opportunity
to compare their respective home communities with respect
to a number of widely recognized American cultural themes

4. To awaken in students the expectation that their host commu-
nities will differ from their home communities in subtle but
important Ways

5. To provide the students with a working understanding of at
least seven, and possibly ten, American cultural themes

Materials: 1. Flipchart or blackboard

2. Marking pen or chalk (for group leader)

3. Pencils (at least one per student)

4. Preparing for an American Adventure (in students' possession)

4

Time Required: Approximately two hours, structured as follows:

PART I PART II PART III

.

Seven
Cultural
Themes,

r

Home
Community

Comparisons
,

,

Cultural
Themes
in Action

.

,

30 minutes 60 minutes 30 minutes

A

PART I: SEVEN CULTURAL THEMES

STEP 1- Introduction of "Theme and Variation in American Life"

Explain to the students that APS sees the U.S.A. Program as holding a
special challenge for participants due to the fact that the differences
between their home and host communities will not be as striking and
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THEME ANp VARIATION IN AMERICAN LIFE page 2

obvious as in the case of students who go abroad. Subtle differences
in the way people think and behave may be the moat difficult.to adjust
to because they ere the most difficult to perceive clearly.

The purpose of this activity is help the.students become familiar
with a number of habits of thought and patterns of behavior that are
characteristic of the American people as a group, but that are-like19
to vary slightly from regionto region, from community to community,
and from personto person.

In the first part of this activity, eRe students will read and discuss
descriptions of seven "cultural themes" that are characteristically
American, that is, that tend to distinguish Americans as a group from
the people of many other cultures.

STEP 2 Reading and Discussion of Seven,Celtural Themes

Direct the studedts' attention to the information on pages 6 and 7 of
preparing for an American Adventure. The objective, in general, is
for them to read and'understand this material, and to be able to ask
questions or makecritical remarks concerning it.

There are two ways in Which you could structure this task:

t ion Discuss

The students are directed to read pages 6 and 7, and to save their
questions and comments until all have finished reading. This ap--
proach has the advantage of focusing questions and comment, on those
portiona of the material that the studenti find the most questionable
or most comment-worthy, and so will tend to help you stay within the
auggestedlime-limit for Part I: 30 minutes.

Option 2: Read and Discuss Each Item in Turn

The students are directed to read the paragraph on "Aisertivenesi-At
and then to ask questions and offer comments about it. Then fey
proceed in the same fashion with "Informality," "Low Commitment to
Family," and so forth. This approach has the advantage of insuring
that the material is thoroughly understood and discussed, but is
likely to cause you to use up more than 30 minutes for Part I.

HELPFUL.RINT: Dknot feel that you must defend the points of view
about American life that are presented on pages 6 and 7 of Preparing
for an American Adventure. Keep uppermost in your own mind two thine*:
First, the descriptive statements on those two pages are broad gener-
alizations, and, as such, are subject to all the "ifs, ands, and buts"
that plague every generalization. Second (and more important), the
whole purpose of "Theme and Variation in American Life" is to waken
students to the cultural variations chit "riot within this one nation.
Thus, when studezti object that one of-the statements isn't true, ask
them to describe what is true in their regioz"Of the nation.
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TREME AND VARIATION IN AMERICAN 1.117_ page 3

PART II: HOKE COMMUNITY COMPARISONS

I Introduction

flphissixe again that thy purist of "Theme sad Vnrintion in American
. lie t1 increase the students' awareness that,typieally American
cultural themes can and do vary from place to place.

l'aint out that, in this discussion group, there are students from
many different regions and communities in the United States. Conse-
quently, the group is an ideal forum for comparing and contrasting
different values and behaviors found indifferent parts of the U.S.A.

The purpose of-this portion of "Theme ash Variation in American Life"
is to enable the students to compare and contrast their home commu-
nities with respect to the seven themes previously discussed.

: Explanation of the Exercises:

Direct the students to turn to pages 8-and 9 of Preparing for an
American Adventure, and to read the directions at the top of page 8.

Expand upon, or highlight,- these features of the directions:

I. A continuum has been developed for each of the seven themes; the
conZinuum his give reference pointi, only this of which are pro-
vided with written' descriptions. The other two --*(2) and (4) --
are intermediate between! -(1) and (3), and (3) and (5), respeCtively.

2. Within ech,cOntittiwm, the reference point identified as (4) is
intended to repziseut the characteristic American approach that.
was described Oti:pagee-6 and 7.

3. Using the seven aoutinga, the students should attempt to generalize
about their own home community by circling the reference, point that
seems to root accurately describe the people who live there. .0f
course, no refarsice point is likely to be accurate in all respects;
the Ot-5:t4t in to select the one that is the best generalization.

'Then the 4weitionappear' to 'be understood by all, instruct the students
to tomplets-page* 8 400 9. Each student is to work alone. Allow approx-
iMately 15 admit**, and.-not longer than 20 minutes, for this task.

STEP 3 ,m):'ariion-gf Studentsi Home Communities

At the close of the period allowed for the students to complete pages 8
end 9, open the floor for general diactission. the overall objective of
the discussion. period is for students to focus on the variations among
their home communities in terms of both the seven cultural themes and
other importa0 characteristics that may arise during the discussions.
Any way of structuring the discussion that achieves this end is accept-
able. Here is one passible way iar which to proceed:
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THEME AND VARIATION IN AMERICAN LIFE page 4

1. On the flipchart or blackboard, write down the lefthand side the
names of the seven cultural themes: Assertiveness, Informality,
Low Commitment to Family, and so forth.

2. Across the top of the flipchart or blackboard (over the remaining
space in the middle and to the right), write the five numbers that
appear on eachof the seven continua. The display at this point
will have this general appesrance;

(1) (2) (3) (4) (3)

Assertiveness

Informality

Low Commitment
to Family

Exploitatioh
of Nature

Restlessness

Success

Time Consciousness

3. Open the discussion period by polling the students with respect-to
the generalization they made about their home community fOr each of
the seven cultural themes. For example, for "Aisertiveness," how
many- identified their communi.ty as. a (1), a (2), a (3), and so forth.
Keep score by makiig hatch marks under the appropriate number and in
the appropriate row. Do this rapidly; do not allow discussion.

4. The completed display now allows you togorganize the discussion
along lines that appear to be especially interesting or Productive.
For example, shree possible points of departure are . . .

a. to begin by discussing the cultural theme that shows the
greatest degree of variation among represented communities, or

b., to begin by discussing the cultural theme that shows the
fewest number of choices of the "typically American"-(4), or

c. to begin by discussing the cultural theme that shave the
greatest number of choices of (1) and (2), which are patterns
of thought and behavior especially unusual in the U.S.A.

5. Once having gotten the discussion off to a good start, allow it to
proceed naturally. Do not be overly concerned if the students dis-
cuss differences among their communities that are not exactly along
the lines eitsblishid by the seven 'continua. The' object is for them

to become more fully aware that many hindi of differences exist.

HELPFUL HINT: As the discussion proceeds, help the students keep in
mind that there are also sub-cultural differences within communities.
Recent immigrants are likely, to have an outlook different from main-
stream Americans, the elderly will be different, from youth, men will
be different from women, white - collar workers wilt be different from
blue-collar workers, and io forth and so on.
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THEME AND VARIATION IN AMERICAN LIFE page 5

PART III: CULTURAL THEMES IN ACTION

NOTE: If your discussions under Parts I and II have used up all the time that
is available, treat Part III as - brief "homework" assignment that the
students should complete before the next meeting of the group.

STEP 1 Introduction

Express the point of view that the identification of various "cultural
themes" is a useless academic exercise unless the students develop the
ability to see the themes operating in their day-to-day lives.

The purpose of the following exercise is to give the students an oppor-
tunity to practice relating cultural themes to events in their personal
lives here and now. The focus will'be on three different themes: Friend-
liness, Pragmatism, and Effort-Optimism.

STEP 2 Explanation of the Exercise

Direct the students to turn to page 10 of Preparing for an American
Adventure, and to read the directions at the top of the page.

If the directions are not clear to all, note that the objective is
simply to describe briefly in writing something that has happened since
the students arrived at the orientation site that illustrates each of
the three themes.

When the directions are understood by all instruct the students to
complete page-10. Eack student is to wrk alone. Allow approximately
ten minutes for this task to be completed.

Note that if time is short, you may wish to skip the individual writing
portion of this exercise, and to jump directly into the discussion.

STEP 3 Discussion
/

Encourage the students ti 'are whit they've written with respect to
each of the three theies -a turn. The objective of the discussion is
to help the students understand that the various cultural themes are
not merely /abstractions, but rather culturally determined forces that
are played out in their individual lives day-by-day, moment-by-moment.

HELPFUL HINT: Because Americans value individualism so deeply, they
tend to resist any suggestion that their actiens'are more or less
determined by external forces such so cultural values. Be prepared
for students to take exception to the point of view,advanced here.
If any do take exception, suggest that just ad communities may vary
from the characteristics that are typically American, so may indivi-
duals vary. Individualism is made possible through such variations,
and through the particular "style" with which one performs the-roles
set for him by cultural forces.
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THEME AND VARIATION IN AMERICAN LIFE page-6

STEP 4 Wrap-up of Entire Session on "Theme and Variation"

Point out that, ironically, the studAnts probably have learned nothing
new during this session. The habits of thought and patterns of behavior
that have been discussed were already, to some extent, part of the cul-
tural heritage and behaviorakrepertoire of each student. The purpose
of the session was not to teach anything new, but rather to help the
students become aware 4f aspects of their thought and behavior that
probably have been invisible to them in the past.

Having become more consciously aware of a few of the cultural themes
that underlie thought and behavior among mainstream Americans, the stu-
dents should be better able to notice subtle differences between their
home and host communities, and to adjust to those differences.
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I
Coals:

U.S.A. Program Regional Orientation

CHARACTERISTICS OFCAMERICAN REGIONS

Leader'sfCuide

1. To promote an extended exchange of information among the
students conFerning the differing characteristics of their
home regions of the U.S.

2. To increase the students' awareness of the types of social,
political, economic, and cultural differences they may find
in moving from their home region to their host region

3. To familiarize the students with the, opinions ntsoneone
who has thought a great deal about the charactetistics
ofathe regions of North America: Joel Garreau

4, To help the students conceive of °the United States in a
global -- or at least continental -- context

5. To help the students conceive of their U.S.A. Program
experience as being truly "intercultural" in nature,

Materials: 1. Flipchart or blackboard

2. Marking pen or chalk (for group leader)

3. Preparing,for an American Adventure (in students' possession)

Time Required: lk to 2.,hours, structured as follows:

PART I PART II

.

Preparation Discussion

..

30 minutes 60-90 minutes

HELPFUL HINT: The success of this exercise depends in some measure on
the extent to which the students in each discussion group come from a
variety of widely separated regions on the U.S.A. Efforts should be
made to prevent students from the same community or from nearby commu-
nities from being in the same discussion group.

5
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AMERICAN REGIONS

PART I: PREPARATION

STEP 1 Introduction of "Characteristic:. of American Regioni"

page 2

Point out to the students that because they are in the process of
moving from one region of the U.S. to another, the purpose of this
exercise will be to find and use the best available resources about
the characteristics of the various_ regions of the country. Fortu-

;
nate*, there e at,this orientation site a large number of very
good resource ople on just this topic: the students themselves!

Explain that this exercise is divided into two parts. During the
first, they will prepare by becoming familiar with the views of a
journalist who has traveled extensively throughout North America,
and who has written a book desbribing certain characteristics of a
number of American regions. His descriptions of these regions will
serve as a point of departure for the students as they think about
the characteristics of their home regiqn and other regions that they
know well. During the second part'of the exercise, the students
will explain to each other the characteristics of the regions that
they know beat.

STEP 2 Familiarization with Garreau's Regiond of the U.S.

Direct the students' attention to pages 12 and 13 of Preparing for
An American Adventure. Ask them to read the information and direc-
tions at the top of page 13 and to examine the map on page 12.
-Allow about five minutes for them to complete this task.

Emphasize that the regions, or "nations," developed by Joel Garreau
are unlike any they may have encountered in standard geography texts
or elsewhere, and'that they rarely follow state lines.. Emphasize ,

also that only one of Garreau's regions -- Dixie -- is contained com-
pletely within the_political boundaries of the U.S.A. (In Preparing
for an American Adventure, we have treated Hawaii and moat of Alaska
as though they were "nations"; these also are wholly within the U.t.).

-Direct the students to determine, by looking at the map, in which of
Carreau's regions their home community is. located. They should also
determine in which of the regions their host communitp is located.
You' imay need to assist some of the students in making this-determina-
don. kie page 6 of this Leader's Guide for a map with

STEP 3 eading'kummaries of Garreau's Views on Certain Regions

Direct the students now to brief summaries of Carreau's descriptions
of ten regions, which'are found in the boxes oil pages 13 through 15.
The students should now read: the #ummaries describing, iheir respec-
tive home and host regions, plus Any describing other regions with
which they have some first-hand familiarity.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AMERICAN REGIONS page

Allow not less than ten minutes, nor more than 15 minutes, for the
students to study the descriptions in -the boxes on pages 13-15.
Fifteen minutes should be alloyed in the event that most of the
students are interested in reading all ten of the summaries.

While the students are completing their reading, prepare the black-
board or flipchart as-follows:

Home Familiar Host
Region Region Region

New England

The Foundry

Dixie

The Islands

The Breadbasket

Mexamerica

The Empty Quarter

Ecotopia

Alaska

Hawaii

STEP 4 Creating a Structure for the Discuision
4

Using the chart illustrated immediately above, as the students to
identify the regions that they know about, or need to know about,
making hatch marks under the appropriate column. Use the following
definitions for this purpose: ,

"Home Region": In most cases, the region in which the student
- now lives. However, if the-student has moved within the

past year or two the region formerly lived in may be best
. known and, to an extent, still identified as "home." In this
case, that region should be identified as the Home Region.

"Familiar Region": Any other region with which the student is
reasonably familiar because cf previous residence, current_

: (short term) residence, frequent visits, etc. Some students
may identify more than one Familiar Region.

_ .

"Host Region": The region in which the student will be hosted
during his or her AFS experience.

As soon as the chart is completed, you are in a position to determine
the region or regions about which discussion is likely to be most pro-
ductive. The most important consideration ii which regions are the
ones In which the students will.be hosted. A region in which two or
more students will be hosted, and about which two or more students
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AMERICAN REGIONS page 4

know a great deal (because it is "home" or "familiar") is an ideal
ode to focus on as the discussion begins.

By glancing et the chart, you probably will be able to identify
several regions that should be topics of discussion during the
remainder of this exercise. In fact, at this point you can lay
out for the group the regions thatshould be discussed in the next
hour or so, and thus you can give the group a "plan" for the dis-
cussion. For example: "Nell, it looks like we definitely need to
talk about New ingland, The Breadbasket,, and Ecotopia in the next
hour because we've got people here _who are going to he hosted there
and people who know about those places."

PART II: DISCUSSION

STEP 1 Getting the Discussion Goinik

Probably, little difficulty will be experienced in getting the dis-
cussion going; you,may need to do nothing to kick it off.. However,
if the group seeps apt to know how to begin, intervene by asking
those who call the region (the first one you've selected for dis-
cussion) "home" and those who are familiar with it to begin by re-
acting to the summery of Garreau's comments about that region.
Some obvious questions at this point include:

"Do you thinkithet Garreau is correct about this region?"

"Do you feel that Garreau has oversimplified matters ?" '

"Do you believe that Garreau has overlooked aomething important?"

"Do you think that Garreau is completely wrong about something?"

Another equally good way of getting the discussion about any particu-
lar region underway is to invite the students who are going to be
hosted there to direct questions to the students who Call the region
"home" or are familiar with it.

STEP 2 'Moving the DiecussionA1021

Remember thet e41 the students in year group are going to be hosted
somewhere, and that each should benefit from atgeast a little dis-
cussion about his °rites hosting region. Your.obliSatiOns therefore,
is to move.the discusSion along to new regions from time to time so
that discussion of only one or two regions will.not monopolise the
time at your dispose!.

It is quits possib' thit some students will be headed for a hoetiig
region with which co one else in the group is familiar. In this case,'
you still have Garreau's summary description of that regionland you
can spend at-least a-little time discussing it. Mo hoselnY raglan
should be let undiaouseed at the end of this exercise.
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You should expect that Ole discussion will become, to some extent,
a session in which various values and practices associated with all
the regions represented will be compared and contrasted. As long
as these points of contrast do not become focused on trivia, such a
direction in the discussion shuld be tolerated. The objective of
this discussion is not to establish what is "truth" about any given
region, but to awaken the students to the types of differences they
can expect to.encounter in moving from one region to another within
the U.S.A.

STEP 3 Optional Additional Discussion

If, for any reason, your group does not use up the,allotted time
in its discussions (as suggested above), you may direct their
attention to page 16 of Preparing for an American Adventure. Here
is found a chart with information about the relative consumption
of certain products on a regional basis. (The regions are not those
suggested by Garreau, although "South" is probably quite similar to
his "Dixie.") The instructions at the top of page 16 include a
definition of "indexes" as well as questions that may be useful in
generating a discussion about information on the chart.

STEP 4 Wrapup of Entire Session on "Characteristics"

Point out to the students that, during the past hour or two, they
have made use of two excellent approaches to learning about and
becoming adjusted to a new community. They have .

1. familiarized themselves with the point of view of an "expert"
(in this case, Garreau) with respect to the characteristics
of the region in Z4h'ich the community exists,

2. consulted directly.with people who are familiar with the region
in which the community exists.

In short, they have consulted two kinds of resources: published and
personal. This way of learning about their host community and region
is one that.they should continue throughout their U.S.A. Program
experience.
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Map with a few cities shown,
for assistance in helping
students determine which of
the regions to identify as
"batik," "familiar," or "host."
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Goals:

1.

U.S.A. Program Regional. Orientation

SUCCESS A§.AN INTERCULTURAL SOJOURNER

Leader's Guide
40*

1. To inform the students that two basic factors are believed
critical to a successful intercultural experience: positive
but realistic expectations, and skill in interpersonal.re-
lations

2. To provide an opportunity for the students to think empa-
thetically about the expectations that their respective
host families have concerning them and the sojourn experience

3. To encourage-the studentsep think about ways in which their
skills in interpersonal relations may prove useful in their
adjustment to their new family and community

4. To inform the students that research findings confirm that
four specific interpersonal skills -- flexibility, empathy,
respect, and the ability to build relationships, -- are useful
in the successful adjustment of intercultural sojourners

Materials: 1. Flipchart or blackboard

2. Marking pen or chalk :(for group leader)

3. Pencils (at least one per student)

4. Preparing for an American Adventure (in students' possession)

Time Required: 11 to 2 hours, structured as follows:

PART I PART II PART III

HoU'Families'
Expectations

Four
Case Studies

.

Skills for-a
Successful
Sojourn

35-45 minutes 35-45 minutes 20-30 minutes

PART I: mon FAMILIES' EXPECTATIONS

411 STEP l Introduction of "Success-Ake an Intercultural Sojourner"

Begin by noting the fact that the underlying purpose of. this entire.
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7 a

regional orientation program is to increase the likelihood that each
U.S.A. Program participant will be successful during his or her ex-
perience-Wan intercultural sojourner.

Explain that the meaning of success in terms of an intercultural
sojourn is a. topic of-frequent debate when volunteers and staff mem-
bers of AFS ge4. together". A minimum definition of sucees in this . 4

context, however, probably includes at least . . .

1. the ahility to adjust, eventually, to the different habits of
tbought.and patterns of'behavior,that one encounters in the
host community, and .

2. the ability to profit from the sojourn experience intermo of
increased knowledge,, or accelerated maturity, or improved per-
sonal skills or. characteristics, or in other ways.

-

Point out that two factors are believed to be critical to a success
ful intercultural experience are . . .

1.positive but realistic expectations, and

2. skill in interpersonal relations.'

Much of what has happened already during the orientation program has
been directed at helping each student build positive but realistic
expectations. In fact, the exercises entitled "Expectations," "Theme
and Variation in American Life," and "Characteristics of American Re-
gions" all were intended to .address the problem of expectations.'

boring this, the final orientation session,' the stud/tots will think
once more about expectations -- those of their host faxily,-,, and
will then think about certain interpersonal skills that are likely ?

to prove valuable to them as intercultural sojourners.

STEP 2 Imagining thdExpectations of Host Family Members

Direct the students to turn to page 18 in Preparing, for an American
Adventure. This page encourages them tolmegine a few of the positive
and negative expectations that members of their respective host fami-
lies have about them ,(the students) and about their sojourn in the
home.

.
Explain that in completing this page, the students will be making use
of a valuable interperaonal skill: empathy. -Empathy is the ability
to put yourself, mentally, in another perion's shoes. Empathy je not
based wholly on emotion, but involves rational thought based on what-
ever.-is known about the situation at-hand. Mostof the studants,;a1-
ready know something about their host families through telephone chata
or exchanges of letters, and they should mahocse ()Vette knowledge
in completing page 18.

Ilv ,.

Ask the students no to complete page 18. Each student is to work
alone. Allow between five and fen minutes flmethem.to comprete.thie
task.
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STEP 3 Discussin the Ex ectatione of Host Famil Members

Ask the iOdents, in any convenient order, to share what each one
wrote-regarding the positive expectation of one of their host
parents. Jot'these down on the blackboard or flipchart as they
are called out by the students. When an expectation in added that
is similar to one previously listed, indicate its repetition with
checks or hatch marks. If appropriate, spend a few minutes dia-
cussing the similarities and differences of the poaitive expecta-
tions attributed to the host parents.

COntinuess above with respect to
one of the saidente host parents.

Continue_ as ..i.ove with respect to
the host siblings nearest in age.

Continue as above with respect to
the host siblings nearest in age.

the negative expectations of

the positive expectations of

the negative expectations of

STEP 4 Summarizing the Host Family Expectations Exercise

Ask the students whether an appreciation of the probable expecta-
tions of the members of their respective host families can and
shoUld mike any difference in their own attitudes and liehaviors
as they begin their sojourn.

Ask whether anyone will volunteerto explain how he or she intends
to modify his behavior as a result of imaginiug the probably expec-
tations of host family members. Discuss any explanations that are
offered for the remainder of the 35 to 45 minutes allowed for Part I.

PART II: FOUR CASE STUDIES

STEP 1 Introduction of the Four Case Studies

Point out to the'students that on pages 19 and 20 of Preparing for
an American Adventure are four case studies concerning U.S.A. Pro-
gram participants. Each of these case studies tells the story of
a student who found himself in a certain type of difficulty during
the sojourn experience, but who successfully overcame this. diffi-
culty because he or she possessed and used, or learned to 420, a
certain interpersonal skill.

Note also that one of the principal benefits that a student can
derive from an intercultural experience is to discover that he
or she possesses certain interpersonal skint, or to learn cer-
tain new interpersonal skills, as a result of having to face
difficult interpersonal situations during the course of his or
her sojourn.
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The objective of this exercise is for the students to think together
about the interpersonal skills that may prove useful in their adjust-
ment to their new family and community.

HELPFUL HINT: You 'may or may not wish to share the .following
information with the students at'this time, but it may be useful
for you to know that the four case studies were written in an
attempt to illustrate four specific interpersonal skills that
were found through recent research to be valuableift the adapta-
tion and effectiveness of intercultural sojourners. The problem
with telling the students this at this time may be that the fol-
lowing exercise will degenerate into a guessing game. On the
other hand, the students may take more interest in the exercise
if they know in advance that the four case studies were written
to illustrate the findings of a research team that was devoted
to discovering skills the fostei- intercultural success. The
identity and definition of the four be revealed later.

STEP 2 Small Group Discussions

"Divide the students into two groups of equal or nearly equal size.
Assign Case Studies #1 and 02 to one of the groeps; assign Case
Studies #3 and #4 to the other group. Direct the groups to go to
opposite sides df the room or, if possible, to separate rooms for
the duration of their discussions.

Instruct each group to read and discues the two case studies which
it has been assigned. Each group is to return in about fifteen
minutes. At that time, each group will he*asked to report with
respect to each case study the nature of the interpersonal skill(*)
that the U.S.A. Program student used to overcome the difficulty in
his or her sojourn experience. .(Th±s will entail also a brief re-
counting of the story told in the case study.)

Send the two groups to their respective places. Call them back
after about fifteen minutes has elapsed.

STEP 3 Reports by the Small Gro9s

Ask one of the small groups to report on its first case study.
Whoever gives the report should . .

I. tell the story of the U.S.A. Program student as presented
in the ease study, and

2. mention the interpersonal skill or skills that helped the
student deal with.the difficulty that he or she faced
during the sojourn experience.

As specific interpersonal skill* are sentionTd during the report,
you should write them on the flipcbart or blackboard:

C.4 4
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Following the procedure above, aek the same small group to report
ito second case study.

Involve the entire group in a discussion of the possible similarities
between the skill or skills that arose out of the first case study
and the skill or skills that arose out of the pecond cape study. Is
It possible to think of one grand skill that covers'th ..! ideas that
arose out of both of these case studies?

Following the procedure above, ask the other smell group to report
on its first ease study.

Following On procedure above, aek the sane small group to report
ite sc,:%n0 ease study.

Again, involve the entire group in a discussion of the possible
s.t.mlarities in the skills that arose out of the two case studies
tn this set. Is it possible to think of one grand skill that covers
TAW ideas that arose out of both of these case studies?

Prexentation of Research Findinp

If you haven't done so already -f see HELPFUL HINT'on'page 4, above),
inform the group that the four case studies were written in an
attempt to illustrate four specific interpersonal skills that re-
searchers found to be valuable in the adaptatibn and effectiveness
of intercultural sojourners.

The study twat made this discovery was carried out by Prank Haves
and Daniel Healey of the Canadian International Development Agency,
and vas reported in a document entitled Canadians in Development:
Ar; Emp:rical Study of Adaptation and effectiveness on Overseas
Asawrent, publshed in 1979.

Haven and Kepley identified these four interpersonal skills:

FLEXIBILITY: openness to the ideas and beliefs of others.
Case Study #1 was intended to illustrate this skill.

EMPATHY: accurately perceiving the-needs and feelings of
:,there. (Hawes and Keeley called %hie 'listening skill.")
Cale Study #2 was intended to illustrate this skill.--

3. RELATIONSHIP BUILDING: making friends and keeping them;
friendliness, trustworthiness, and cooperation. Case
Study 03 was intended to'illustrste this skill.

4, RESPECT: responding to others in a way that shova them
they are valued. Case Study 04 was intended to illustrate
this skin.

Note also that Home and Keeley, in the same study,. concluded that
positive but reallatiic expectations is another critical factor. in
the success of ZIA intercultural sojourn.
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e PART III: SKILLS FOR A SUCCESSFUL SOJOURN

STEP I General Discusaion about Skills for a Successful Sojourn

Open the floor at this time for a general discussion about various
skills (and personal characteristics) that may promote individual
success as an intercultural sojourner.

Some questions you could raise as a way of gettni-this discussion
going include . . .

"How were the ideas you came up with as a result of reading the
four case studle4 different 'from those of Hawes and Keeley?"

"Do you believe that Hawes and Keeley neglected an important
interpersonal skill Or personal characteristic, one that seems
definitely to promise success for an intercultural sojourner?"

"Of all the skills and abilities and personal characteristics
discussed during this session, which one strikes you as the
single most important one for intercultural success?"

"How would you define 'success' with reference to an intercul-
tural sojourn? What 'skills or personal characteristics would
mou need to possess in order to achieve success as you define it?"

"How have your personal ideas changed about your upcoming inter-
cultural experience as a result of the dlicussions we've just
been having about interpersonal skills and sojourn success?"

STEP 2 wrap-up of the Entire Session on Sojourner Success

Ask the students to turn to page 21 in Prepering for an American
Adventure. This page gives each student an opportunity to summarize,
in writing, the discussions that have takenplace during this session.

Direct the students to name and briefly define up t* six interpersonal
skills or personal characteristics that seem a good basis for success
as an intercultural sojourner. Each student should write his private
thoughts about this on page 21. No one will be asked to reveal what
he or she has written as i part of this session (though they may wish
to discuss what they have written with each other later on).

Ask the students now to complete page 21. Each student is to work
alone. Allow between five to ten minutes for them to complete this
task.

As each student completes at least three responses tp page 21 and
indicates that he or she has no more to write, allow them to leave
the room individually and quietly.
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